SILVER LINING
Square For Four Couples
Historical English Style

Silver Lining

Debbie Jackson

This is a different-partners/different-places dance. It has alternating B
parts. With this property, each person dances from a different side of
the set with a different partner each time through.

A

1-4 With Ptr, gypsy once around into . . .
5-8 Two changes of R&L and, with the next, 2HT
halfway and face back the other way.
[Heads are in side places; sides are in head places.]

9-12 REPEAT: With this (temporary) Ptr, gypsy once
around into . . .
13-16 Two changes of R&L and, with original Ptr, 2HT
halfway and face into the square.

B

1st and 3rd Times
1-4 Head men RHT once
around.
5-8 Everyone B-to-B,
heads with opposite
person, sides with Ptr.

2nd and 4th Times
Head women LHT once
around.
Everyone B-to-B,
heads with opposite
person, sides with Ptr.

9-10 Head men, with nearest
side man, LHT halfway.

Head women, with nearest
side woman, RHT halfway.

11-12 Side men (now in the
middle) fall back into
head places.
13-16 Women RHA halfway.

Side women (now in the
middle) fall back into
head places.
Men LHA halfway.
M = H,R W= R,V

Teaching Point: Emphasize the phrasing in B 9-12, with two
measures for the turn and two for the falling back. The goal is
to move the inside dancers (current heads) out into side places
and the side dancers into the middle ready to fall back into head
places.

MUSIC: “Silver Lining” by Debbie Jackson. Regarding the title
of this tune, Debbie writes that after Robin Hayden's unfortunate
car accident in 2012, she learned that Robin was going to call her
new car "Silver Lining". She wanted to give Robin a gentle 3/4
tune good for many miles, long before the movie Silver Linings
Playbook launched!
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